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Nanotechnologies for Humans and Humanoids

Humanoids will soon co-exist with humans, helping us at home and at work, assisting elder people, replacing us in dangerous environments and somewhat adding to our personal communication devices the capability to actuate motion. In order humanoids to be compatible with our everyday tools and our lifestyle it is however mandatory to reproduce (at least partially) the body mind nexus that makes humans so superior to machines. This requires a totally new approach to humanoid technologies, combining new responsive and soft materials, bioinspired sensors, high efficiency power sources and cognition/intelligence of low computational cost. In other words an unprecedented merge of nanotechnology, cognition and mechatronics.

The presentation will address the multidisciplinary approach developed by IIT to face such a challenge, also giving a few selected examples of disruptive applications in the field of health, prosthetics, biodegradable materials, human-machine interactions.
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